THE GWH MEMORIAL RUN 27TH SEPTEMBER

From: Stephanie O'hara - Mike's eldest daughter (from his first marriage), who lives
in CHICAGO!
Unfortunately, Angie and I won't be coming over. Angie will write separately but we wanted to
let you know.
I broke my ankle and started a new job, both of which preclude taking any kind of trip at the
moment. I'm sure it will be lots of fun with some serious beer drinking!
Love and hugs,
Stephanie
xxoo
From: Angie Bradley - Mike's 2nd daughter (from his first marriage), who lives in
Macroom Eire.
Hard to believe it's not far off a year since Dad's passing. Still feels like it
can't/shouldn't be true, though not in such a raw way as it has felt.
As Steph has already said, I won't be coming over for the special run for Dad. I think I
need to spend this time more privately, as I'm sure you'll understand.
It's great that you and his other hash mates are doing this, seems totally right and
fitting~ Dad will be with ye all in spirit without a doubt, and, no doubt either, be
mightily impressed by the special brew!
I'll also be there in spirit on the day, so, as Dad would say, too, have one on me!
I was talking to Aidan and his girlfriend Holly only a couple of days ago, about when
you and Dad were over & went in for a pint to the Greyhound, Macroom's finest
hostelry.. we had a good laugh, each knowing the uniqueness of the place and and
characters involved~ you and Dad included!
It's great to have so many funny memories and stories to tell and remember about
him, as I'm sure you know yourself, it's wonderful and wholly appropriate to the
man~ couldn't be any other way really, could it!
Thanks to you and everyone else organizing this special do, Warren, I'm sure it'll be
everything it should be on the day.
Look forward to hearing all about it!
Big hug,
Angie
xx
Greetings Earthlings
So, I am the Edithare but am not a Herald scribe
(that’s a different religious sect !!)
GWH appears on the front page and you will all be
pissed / asleep / shagging / picking your nose /
dribbling into your beer as a result of his forward
thinking by kindly donating much money for a pissup
(that’s the second one this month!)
Sorry to hear the bad news of Zorro’s passing
recently – I have good memories of times with him in
Kuching on the Pan Asia Hash when we had to
disguise him as a Polish carpenter because he wasn’t
really allowed to be in Sarawak!
The new mismanagement are on the next page .
Taxidermist
PS If you weren’t at Ickleford Run you won’t get the
Easy Cheeze references ...come more often !!

Mismanagement 2015/16
This list of misfits deny all responsibility for mismanaging the affairs of
Cambridge H3.
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STOP PRESS !!
CAMBRIDGE HASH HOUSE HARRIERS CAUSE
NATIONWIDE PANIC.

RUN 1926 BENWICK.
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The Blind Fiddler – 1907
Hares Klinger and Megan ; Scribe : Double Top

The Tale of the Racing Stalker
Once upon a time there was a frustrated prince, he tried and tried again to be
given the title of ‘Oh handsome one’, but sadly this could never happen. Then
many, many years ago he joined a group of comrades knowing that in this small
group he had an opportunity to impress, if not with his looks but with his
stamina!
Over the years he impressed, Harriett’s loved him, all kinds of folklore
surrounded him, always very impressive! But as time went on he slowed a little,
the toll of the beer started to affect all parts of him! His mind and sadly his
stamina. Harriett’s became less impressed, and he was no longer someone to
follow. Comments such as ‘ Klinger’s going that way, well we know that must be
a false trail then’, could be heard. So in a last bid to impress, Klinger volunteered
as the Hare for run 1907. He knew that his faculties were impaired and so he
elicited the help of his daughter.
In the circle he looked keen and almost in control of his senses!
The newer Harriett’s had heard that he was someone to be revered and so they
looked on with awe!
On On and away we went…..
As we ran, strolled along, an uncomfortable feeling came over some of us. A
feeling that someone was following us. We looked round, a rusty red car was
there. Well just our over active imagination, another road, and again this same
red car, this time it was noticed that a ‘grinning maniac’ was peering over the
wheel. A stalker, wtf do we do and then we calmed ourselves and knew that we
could outrun this car if necessary. Imagination got the better of Double Top
seeing this car every where she went. This did in fact result in her getting a down
down later in the Circle.
We returned to the pub and saw that Klinger had reached the Blind Fiddler
before the pack. Mmm not sure about his duties as a Hare really being kept to.
However impressed that his stamina had returned. The circle was held and the
illusion was shattered the grinning maniac was in fact Klinger. He had
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recognised that his fitness had deteriorated and had cheated! Ingenuity sound,
but stamina sadly lacking.

A great trail thank you Oh handsome one!
You don’t happen
to have some
Easycheeze do you
Dad?

Was Megan named ‘Klingon’ ? – ed.

Run 1911 May 17th - Maypole, Cambridge.
Hares: Double Top, Bastardette & It’ll Come Off

Runners – 35(?)
Newbie - Julie
Returnee – Singha Gold
Words

As it was a real ale pub, a town run and therefore no shoe-killing shiggy nastiness, I thought I’d treat
Blouse and drive him to the hash and he repays me by making me scribe in the circle without any
prior warning! (gnash, gnash, grizzle, grumple etc)
It was sunny, in the centre of Cambridge and the landlords let us use their facilities & store bags
which was good of them.
It was fab to see old friends & folks from our recent splot in Mojacar and as it was Harriettes month
Double Top was joined by er......’Bastardette’ and virgin hare It’ll Come Off
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The trail set off across Jesus Green and was laid in a fetching pink flour in honour of the ladies wot
generally lunch. It was dry underfoot - yaay!. The hash tried all sorts of directions and the hares had
done a brilliant job of confusing the daylights out of everyone with the true trail being away across
Midsummer Common. Several confused onlookers looked suitably bemused as a variety of
strangely clad runners avoided suicidal clueless Chinese tourists who really have absolutely no
personal space awareness and just wander into the path of 40 odd runners – a bit like they did at the
Xmas run.
On Midsummer Common there was a clump of cows who didn’t seem bothered at all by a clump of
hashers. Rowers, cyclists and all manner of people trying to enjoy their Sunday only to have it
ruined by the arrival of sweaty hashers shouting on on and generally putting the rowers off their
stroke.
Once we were off the common, the trail snaked over a footbridge & through a wooded area, back &
forth through the various beautiful areas of Cambridge and I was struck by the odd sight of the large
forms of Muthatucka, Blouse & Singha Gold, making Blouse look quite short.
At this point the trail fragmented into many little packs and snaked backwards & forwards across
Milton road. I found myself a little lost newbie Julie kept asking sensible questions like “if there’s
no pink marks, surely we’re not going the right way?” . Their trail had been very well laid and kept
everyone guessing . Thankfully in the end Toed Bedsores finding a cunningly hidden trail down a
side street (Thanks Ted!).
As the trail neared its fabulous climax, there was a clear pink acronym of DTDS as the base of a hill
– that’s right, an actual bona fide hill and everything. I was delighted to see the very lovely Spicy
Bear & Forest Dump were hosting a drink stop with an evident ‘pink’ theme.
A table literally groaning with pink fizz, pink fluffy biscuits (ick!) and crisps was laid out as hashers
began to help themselves and enjoy the blooming lovely view from Castle Hill .
The Home of Easycheeze

Despite being warm & sunny it was a bit nippy & everyone gratefully left the area & headed
towards the town, ignoring the Road Closed signs & heading for home.
As we arrived back at the pub, the staff were pleased to see us but a bit overwhelmed as dozens
of folk ordered a lot of scrummy real ale. Blouse wanted me to mention the fabulous beers
including the Buntingford Brewery ‘Twitchell’ which
went
down enthusiastically. It was lovely to catch up with
everyone again especially Klinger, Bastard, El Rave,
Hangover Blues, Imelda, Pedro, Muff Diver, Taxi
(thankfully on the mend by all accounts), Chimp &
Gorilla.
Eventually we got sorted out with beer & clothing and
the
circle was called promptly as RA Moroccan Mole had
arranged a cricket match for 1.30 . (That’s bloody rich
considering how he drags the circle out for hours in the
middle
of winter! - Blouse)
Down Downs were awarded to ;
The Hares - Double Top, Bastardette & It’ll Come Off
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Newbie – Julie
No Knickers: for being oblivious of the view the first few minutes she was on Castle Mound.
Strap-On: for claiming he would train a wife the same way some people train a dog.
Gorilla: for running the course backwards from the On Inn so he could go straight to the drink stop.
Beerstop phone bastard wrong number
Michelle was christened Where the hell do you put it?
Benghazi near new hash sign
Imelda for having a corkscrew in her other bag
On On
No Knickers

The Wilburton Beer festival Run: Run number
1916
June 21st Wilburton Beer festival, Wilburton, CB6 3RR
Twas a sunny day, met however with more than a little trepidation, as Taxidermist and Pedro
had hared this run. One hare is famous for running everywhere, and one other famous for
getting lost, and not remembering the trail signage. Both stood a little aside, living testament
that age and treachery will always overcome youthful exuberance. Blouse called us in, the
ritual incantations were uttered, and we set off.
Then we came back. An old trick this, the first of many set to confound athletes, and many a
Whittle. Off we went again, this time in the other direction. Bastard was already upset, as the
normal trail had been blithely ignored, and he was faced with the prospect of having to follow
trail into the unknown. In this part of the country this either means drains, -not likely on a hill,
or - Nettles. Nettles of heroic size and venom it transpires, judging by the stifled curses of
Woody Hollow, and stifled sobs of Just Give Me One. Showing off great legs does have its
drawbacks, but press on they did.
We panted on, past house and tree, and wonderfully decrepit Volkswagens. Leading the pack
was Muffdiver, closely followed by Dafidildo (Yet another spelling to add to your collection
Daffy !!! – Ed.). The trail was long, indeed Chatteris was mentioned, and the ladies sensibly
merged into the middle of the pack. After discovering Haddenham, the pack felt it had found
the normal trail again, and promptly went the wrong way completely.
Several informed shortcutters headed down Twentypence lane, sure that the trail would
emerge and make a dash for Millfield drove, to find that they were even more lost than the
main pack. Muttering about the rise in taxation, phases of Venus, and the lack of moral fibre in
todays youth, Jetstream soldered off in the wrong direction again, because at least that’s where
the beer festival was. (age and treachery see? ) The pack was last seen several fields over
heading back to Haddenham! Cruellas bright shorts like a beacon amongst the trees.
Back at the carpark, there was much confusion when it was discovered that we had run two
complete loops, one forwards, and one backwards over old trail. True trail setting at its best.
Finally the circle started. There was singing, there were fines, ( none of which I remember )
Spicy inflicted beer on the deserving, and the undeserving drank most of it, as the deserving
were driving. Curses
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A good run in all I felt, the beer festival welcomed us as saviours once again, and we settled in
for an afternoon of good beer and stone oven pizza.
Glorious.
MT
Sorry – no photos or Easycheeze for this run available - ed.

Run 1918 The Plume of Feathers Ickleford
(The pub at the end of the universe)
Scribe: Daffidildo
Hey Guys – it’s the
EasyCheeze
Brothers!

EasyCheeze
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American Appreciation ( AA ? – ed.) r@n, probably the only reason Doggy and I made the
journey out to Ickleford. For us it probably would have been quicker to go back to America! The
weather was nice and sunny when we left the house, it started raining when we got on the
A505 and about that time I confirmed that the RA would not be in attendance today! After
being in the car for what seemed like days, we finally managed to circumnavigate Hitchin and
did arrive at the Plume of Feathers. Kermit and Antar were the days hares, once again why did
we leave the house? The symbols were explained and their significance quickly forgotten, El
Rave made an announcement and then we were off. The pub was hosting a beer festival and we
went r@nning, yeah it only takes half a mind. The pack was pretty easily confused at the start
of the r@n as the hares had us r@nning down some horse sh!t covered foot paths. Soon enough
we found ourselves at a check on a main road. The trail was found and we were running down
a foot path reminiscent of something you would find in the fens: long, flat and straight! At about
this time, The F&ck-up Fairy made an appearance. It was noticed that the checks started
appearing in strange places. We ran through two checks and the trail dried up. Wimp found it
on the other side of a hedge and as we were about to r@n off, El Rave received a desperate
phone call (on the r@n!!) from the hares saying we were r@nning the trail backward now!
Needless to say we backtracked and found the true trail again? After about a mile, we came to
the drinks stop. In true American appreciation, it was Budweiser and Easy Cheeze (don’t ask
my humble reader). At least the Bud was cold, the hare’s were arguing with each other on who
had f&cked up the run and we were only half a mile back to the pub.
Recap so far:
Ickleford: Bad
Plume and Feathers: Good
Hares Kermit and Antar: Bad
Trail: see above
Beer Festival: Good
The pack quickly forgot about the trail as beer started flowing like wine. The beer fest had a
good 15 barrels of beer on along with some choice cider. They were even cooking hamburgers
and sausages in the back garden which the pack quickly devoured. It was noticed that some of
the pack were still missing. Jetstream and Benghazi were not back yet and Antar went on a
rescue mission. We were all so concerned that we carried on drinking. The two did eventually
show up and it turns out they did the entire trail, you would think two experience hashers of
this caliber would have known better!
The 1300 circle started precisely at 1320. In true American appreciation style, the entire rest of
the committee didn’t bother showing up so it was the Daffy and Doggy show. The hares were
duly punished for laying a cr*p trail. Doggy Style stepped in and gave Mutha a down down for
looking like a terrorist and having the 4th of July celebrations canceled on the base. She then
gave one to Double Top via proxy of While Your Down There (blonde with two tits) for not
being able to read or understand the internet in trying to determine where the next r@n was
at. Paparazzi got one for phoning El Rave on trail and informing us we were going the wrong
way. Check Point and Vajazzled also got one for a discussion about wieners . Daffy gave down
downs to Jetstream and Benghazi for blatant athleticism. B@stard got one for the overly
obvious USUK t-shirt. Even Imelda got one for not being able to operate Easy Cheeze,
yes, Easy CheezeTM! And finally in a bit of nepotism, Daffy gave all the Yanks present a
down down for being Yanks: Forrest, Doggy, Vajazzled and Daffy!

Then the sun came out!
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This is what
happens when
you eat Easy
Cheeze!!

Oi am mainly eatin’
Easy Cheeze this
week!

Say NO to Easy Cheeze ...You know it makes
sense !!
This advertisement was sponsored by Dairylea.

Run 1919
Hares
Scribe
Date

Chequers, Wrestingworth

Toed Bedsores & Computer
Where the hell do I put that
12 July 2015

Run 1919 from the Chequers in Wrestlingworth, was a shared event with a Vintage Motorbike day,
making Klinger feel right at home.
Parking was down to abandoning your car where you could, nevertheless a little after 11:00 the GM,
Big Blouse, called the pack to circle up. It was a good attempt at a circle, so he pleased. His
expectations of us are not high
Our visitors from the Surrey Hash ‘Gibber’ (Uncle Jack) and Mrs G were introduced along with the
Virgins Martha, Lacey & Erich, with Erich announcing to the pack that Moroccan Mole had made
him come………. very open for a first hash, are sure you were a virgin Erich…………….??
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Speaking of virgins, the GM claims that he is God and I feel he must be, as he made me a virgin;
well a virgin scribe, but I’ll take that.
The Hare’s were introduced to the pack, Toed Bedsores & Computer, but only after Computer had
checked ‘Is that me?’......... Yes Computer, it’s you
With Toed Bedsores wind-swept and interesting, on on call was called and we
were off
With a turn back keeping the pack together not far from the off, Swampy felt he
needed to ask ‘What are we looking for? Dots?’ How long have you been
hashing Swampy?
As the pack headed across the fields, Gibber was leaping like a gazelle
announced that he was a real athlete, while Debonaire was heard saying ‘He might worry when he
finds there are three of us’...... but Spicey Bear doing it at the first opportunity.
With the trail heading up across the fields and a beer stop approaching, the views were looking good
or rather the view of the three bottles of whiskey were, although Beerstop was more interested in
grabbing some nuts never mind the whiskey
Back on trail for the final run on in, Hold it for me was an FRB and was checking out the trail.
‘I’ve checked down there, there’s no dust’ he shouts. It’s a good job we had Checkpoint with
us…………. ‘What’s this?’………..one………… two………… on on!
It was no surprise that Hold it for me had missed them as he had just run through a large ‘Private,
Keep out’ sign ……… should have gone to Specsavers I think
As the pack started to return, we were met with more bikes arriving at the pub for the show, some of
them just about making it into the field.
We were only half an hour late the GM finally called the pack which seemed to have formed around
a bush. After seeing Antar come out from behind a couple of bushes on trail it, he appeared to be
draw to this one as well
With confused bikers looking on, the RA, Moroccan Mole gave the pack an education
lesson………….. in Tea-bagging (a Street Name for Easycheese abuse – ed.), demonstrated by
While you’re down there and
Imelda (the kind reader will remember that she learned the habit of Easycheese use at the Ickleford
run – see above – ed.) with Pedro and Daffodildo (Hmmmmm – interesting spelling Daffy ? – ed. )
kindly assisting. Who says hashing is not serious…………….???

Oh No!!! Two
more
Easycheeze
addicts!
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Around 20 (I think) Down Downs were lined up
The Hares
Toed Bedsores & Computer
The Virgins
Martha, Lacey & Erich
The Visitors
Surrey Hashers ‘Gibber’ (Uncle Jack) and Mrs G
Hold it for me
For claiming he had checked a route…when clearly he hadn’t
Klinger
For being older than some vintage bikes at the show
Daffodildo & Bear
For joint birthday’s
Where the hell do I put that For finding Toed Bedsores interesting
Gibber
For being too energetic on trail
Dafidildo & Pedro
Helping to demonstrate Tea- Bagging
Hold it for me
For 300 runs
There is obviously more as there is not 20 listed, but I can’t remember them
And finally, to close the hash, the dulcet tones of the hash choir, for Hold it for me who although
had taken over 1100 runs to complete 300, was presented with his 300 run frame…………….on on!

Where the hell do I put that
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Runs for October 2015
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser Double Top

Run No. 1931: 04-Oct-2015
Three Tuns, Ashwell, SG7 5NL
Hares No Knickers & Big Blouse
Run No. 1932: 11-Oct-2015
Poacher, Elsworth, CB23 4JS
Hares Klinger
Run No. 1933: 18-Oct-2015
The Crown, Willington Beds, MK44 3QH
Hares Slaphead
Co-hare is Just Jackie
Run No. 1934: 25-Oct-2015
Black Bar Brewery, Harston, Button End Ind., CB22 7GX
Hares Blowback & Jetstream
Fancy Dress, inaugural run with the Whittles

Grand Master - Daffidildo
Grand Mattress - Doggystyle
Joint Master - Wimp & Hold It For Me
Joint Mattresses - Woody Hollow & Wai Wai
Religious Advisor - Fit but Dim
Verger - Kermit
Hare Raiser - Double Top
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave

Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Assistant - Debonaire
Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Apprentice - Muthutucker
Assistants - Beerstop
Song Master - B@stard
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
ch3.co.uk

